
SHIP & RIG BUILDING



Why partner with Graco? 
Cleaning, Surface Preparation, Painting and Insulation.
All under one roof. From a Global Distribution Network.

Shipyards, contractors and shipowners.  
•  Providing a complete work solution for the marine industry.

•  With 3,300 distributors around the world, you have easy access
 to our products and spare parts.

•  The wide-ranging ATEX and IECEx approved products provide the perfect
 solution for hazardous areas.

•  You benefit from reliable products supported by many years of experience.

•  Sharing user experiences, training information and latest developments   
 through our bi-monthly newsletter. Subscribe on www.gracomarine.com

Graco solutions

Cleaning

• Hull cleaning

• Deck cleaning 

• Barnacle and marine   

 growth removal

Surface preparation

• Creating profile

• Rust removal

•  Coating removal



Commitment to Quality since 1926
 
Graco strives for continuous improvement and excellence.  
To guarantee superior quality and to meet the market’s changing 
requirements, we prioritize the investment of human and financial 
resources in Research and Development. 

Every day, over 440 engineers perform research, product and 
process development. Innovative technologies and extensive field 
testing are a natural part of our process to develop new products. 

Every aspect of our production is subject to constant testing and 
evaluation. It’s the foundation to deliver products with long service 
life and low cost of ownership. The insurance to help you grow your 
business.

We have you covered with over  
3,300 distributors  
worldwide 

GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION 
NETWORK

Painting

• Touch up

•  Small, medium and high 

volume paint jobs

Insulation

• Insulating LNG tanks,  

 engine rooms and 

 cooling rooms

• Applying deck coatings





Cleaning ships no matter the conditions
Graco has cleaning solutions for both the outside and inside of your vessel. Prepare your surface with the desired profile 
for your coating adhesion or remove dirt and rust so new coatings can be applied. 

AIR-OPERATEDAIR-OPERATED

Hydra-Clean™

With no risk from sparking, you are safe 
to operate in hazardous locations thanks 
to the Hydra-Clean pressure washer. Quick 
and easy, it’s the most efficient way to 
clean your toughest environments.

 	 Cleaning decks and surfaces  
 contaminated with oil
 	 Cleaning with water, detergent or  
 chemical solutions  
 	 Cold or hot water up to 93°C 
 	 Up to 275 bar (27.5 MPa)
 	 Supports multiple guns

GAS-OPERATED

G-Force™ II
The G-Force II pressure washers provide 
you with enough power and performance to 
tackle even the most challenging of cleaning 
and preparation jobs.

    	 Surface preparation, cleaning agent,  
 horizontal cleaning, etc.
  	 Easy loading and manoeuvrability –  
 thanks to its compact,  
 durable, lightweight design
 	 Available as direct and belt-driven units

 Not for use in hazardous areas

Blasting equipmentPressure washerPressure washer

CLEANING & SURFACE 
PREPARATION

EcoQuip2 
A cleaner and easier way of blasting for more 
profitable results. With EcoQuip2 you have a 
similar blast performance as sandblasting, 
with only a fraction of the blast media. 

 	    92% less dust, minimizing tenting 
and containment 

 	    Reduced environmental impact 
 	    Far less water than wet blasting so 

no large slurry mess to clean-up
 	    Max. blasting capacity of 12 bar/175 psi



ELECTRIC-DRIVEN

Electric sprayer for medium to high volume 
jobs.

 	 Compact and easy to use
 	 ProConnect enables you to install  
 and remove the pump for   
 maintenance in seconds
 	 Offers enough flow for 2 people to  
 spray simultaneously
 	 FastFlush ensures a fast cleaning of  
 the pump

 Not for use in hazardous areas

Flexible sprayer

A solution for every application
Graco provides high pressure paint spraying equipment solutions for every possible application level from small flexible 
sprayers to big volume sprayers. Apply the toughest protective coatings and corrosion control materials with 
confidence and result.

Mark Max™



AIR-OPERATED

King™

King airless sprayers have been the 
industries preferred choice throughout 
industry over 60 years, are built to 
handle the toughest protective coatings 
and corrosion control applications. Quite 
simply, King rules... in all conditions. 

 	 Simple maintenance 
 	 Reduced icing potential
 	 Less pulsation

	 Improved sealing and strength 
	 Multi-gun capabilities

AIR-OPERATED

Merkur™

Merkur pumps are designed to improve 
productivity, reduce costs, lower emissions 
and provide consistent, high quality finishes. 
Ideal for small to medium jobs and easy to 
move around the jobsite.

 	 Long-lasting durability 
 	 Low air consumption for increased  
 efficiency 
 	 Designed for improved serviceability  
 with fewer parts and lower cost of  
 ownership

High volumeFlexible sprayer

 1K PAINTING

ELECTRIC-DRIVEN

e-Xtreme™

The e-Xtreme sprayer operates on a more 
reliable, convenient and available electric 
power source, which rectifies inefficiencies 
associated with compressors. Furthermore, 
electric technology reduces pulsation and 
prevents motor icing, making your jobs run 
smoother every single time.

 	    Plug-in and spray
 	 No air motor means no icing
 	 Hazardous location approved -  
 the first of its kind
 	 Plenty of power for all sorts of  
 applications

High volume



Peace of mind when painting your vessel
Optimize your painting process when spraying 2K material. Continuous on-ratio spraying enables working 
at a fast pace and eliminates the need for rework. Our sprayers will make you save time and money by eliminating 
the need of hand mixing and by only spraying the material used which minimizes your material waste.  

AIR-OPERATED

XM™ PFP

The XM PFP pumps, mixes, heats and sprays 
epoxy intumescent fireproofing materials at 
the standards set by the material supplier. 
Apply Passive Fire Protection (PFP) coatings 
with peace of mind.

 	 Continuous on ratio spraying
 	 Save time with a quick start up in  
 less than one hour and ratio checks  
 in less than 90 seconds
 	 Monitor, track and collect all  
 spray data

AIR-OPERATED

XM™

The XM provides precise ratio control 
resulting in accurate, on-ratio mixing for 
better yield and less waste. Monitor, track 
and collect all spray data.

 	 Continuous on ratio spraying
 	 Automatic temperature control
 	 Monitor, track and collect all  
 spray data

AIR-OPERATED

XP™

The XP is designed to pump, mix and 
atomize high-viscosity, high-solids coatings 
with superior results. Excellent ROI by 
reducing material waste and by using less 
clean-up solvent.

 	 No more hand-mixing
 	 Continuous on ratio spraying
 	 Less material waste

Passive Fire ProtectionComplete solutionHigh volume



2K PAINTING



Maintaining the right temperature
Effective and long-lasting insulation of crucial areas such as engine rooms, cooling rooms and living quarters is essential 
for the cargo, efficiency and comfort of the crew. Also anti-skid coatings are vital for both safety and professional comfort.



AIR-OPERATED

Reactor™

Plural-component proportioning system 
for spraying Polyurethane Foam and High 
Performance Deck Coatings. Ideal for 
insulating LNG tanks, engine rooms, cooling 
rooms and many more.

 	 Consistent temperature control, even 
 when you’re spraying at maximum  
 flow rates
 	 Excellent durability and performance  
 with high duty cycles
 	 Monitor, track and collect all spray data

Insulation & deck coatings

INSULATION



ABOUT GRACO 
Founded in 1926, Graco is a world leader in fluid handling systems and components. Graco products move, 
measure, control, dispense and apply a wide range of fluids and viscous materials used in vehicle lubrication, 
commercial and industrial settings. The company’s success is based on its unwavering commitment to technical 
excellence, world-class manufacturing and unparalleled customer service. Working closely with qualified  
distributors, Graco offers systems, products and technology that set the quality standard in a wide range of 
fluid handling solutions. Graco provides equipment for spray finishing, protective coating, paint circulation, 
lubrication, and dispensing sealants and adhesives, along with power application equipment for the contractor 
industry. Graco’s ongoing investment in fluid management and control will continue to provide innovative 
solutions to a diverse global market.

GRACO HEADQUARTERS
   WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTER

  Graco Inc.
  8th – 11th Avenue N.E.
  Minneapolis, M.N. 55413
  United States of America
  Tel: +1 612 623 6000

   EMEA HEADQUARTER
  Graco Distribution BVBA
  Industrieterrein Oude Bunders
  Slakweidestraat 31
  3630 Maasmechelen, Belgium
  Tel: +32 89 770 700

   ASIA PACIFIC HEADQUARTER
  Graco Hong Kong Ltd
  Shanghai Representative Office
  Building 7
  1029 Zongshan Road South
  Huangpu District
  Shanghai 200011
  The People’s Republic of China
  Tel: +86 21 649 50088

   SOUTH AND CENTRAL AMERICA HEADQUARTER
  Graco Uruguay - Montevideo
  GFEC Uruguay Free – Zone
  WTC Free Zone
  Dr. Luis Bonavita 1294
  Office 1504
  Montevideo, Uruguay 11300
  Tel: +598 2626 3111
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